GUIDELINES FOR MARINA DESIGN

TERMS OF REFERENCE

1. Historical background - Definition of the problem

At present, it is recognized that marina planning and design is a complex and interdisciplinary practice.

After several decades of technicians planning and designing recreational navigation infrastructures, we can now say that this discipline has gained a certain maturity status. In this sense the “marina designer” is becoming recognized as a distinct professional figure.

Skilled professionals, as technicians that treat these matters for the first time, need updated “codes of practice”. Furthermore, these “codes of practice” need to consider the most recent developments - super and mega-yachts presence, changes of boats dimensions ratios, widening of age range of users, disability access, boat yards, villages for urban functions, sustainability criteria.

Although several guidelines of this kind have been produced by different Organisations all over the world, mostly with regard to national or regional importance, an internationally-generated guideline has not yet been produced.

In furthering PIANC’s mission of providing expert guidance and technical advice on waterborne transport, PIANC can fill this gap by generating guidelines for marina designers utilizing international standards.

2. Objective of the study

To produce the PIANC guidelines for marina design, this document will keep in consideration all the PIANC publications on recreational navigation produced until now, updating the relative points of view. Additionally, the most used guidelines produced by other organisations all over the world will be collected, analysed, and criticised. The compilation of these efforts will result in the production of a practical, useful and easy-to-consult document for the desk of marina planners, designers and technicians.

3. Earlier reports to be reviewed

All previously completed PIANC publications on recreational navigation, including the work completed to-date by WG17.
4. Matters to be investigated

The typical matters for marina planning and design, for instance: siting and site surveys; layouts and dimensional criteria; basin protection and shoreline structures; water area conditions, basin flushing and silting; berthing systems and characteristics; loading and stability criteria; fuelling and other boat utilities; land area services, utilities and facilities; launching facilities; boatyards; and dry stacks storage systems.

5. Method of approach

Typical interdisciplinary method of working groups studies. The WG will organise the job in phases, for example:

a) Collect all useful information (PIANC documents, other guidelines)
b) Define the table of contents and organise the Group for specific tasks
c) Integrate the known items with the most recent arguments to be treated
d) Define the best format for obtaining an easy-to-use document

6. Suggested final product of the Working Group

The guidelines will have the format of a typical PIANC Report. Suggestions will be made to the Editing office for the best presentation, aiming for the best easy-to-use document format.

7. Desirable disciplines of the members of the Working Group

Technical and professional experts in planning and design of marina infrastructures. The members will be engineers, architects, urban and transport planners, environment specialists, all other professionals familiar with such field of expertise.

8. Relevance for countries in transition

The usefulness of such a document for countries in transition is evident. Obtaining a certain standardisation of services offered to boats and their owners is a desired goal. These international guidelines can help in this sense meanwhile increasing the best practice culture.